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1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a key technology for a broad range of applications such as environmental and habitat monitoring, traffic control, health monitoring, supply-chain management, smart homes, security, and surveillance systems [16]. A WSN is collection of a large number of inexpensive devices capable of sensing certain physical phenomena, carrying out simple processing tasks, as well as communicating with each other using wireless networking technology in an ad-hoc manner.

As the evolution of sensors follows Moore’s law, sensors become smaller, cheaper, and more powerful. This evolution enables the deployment of systems that can consist of hundreds or thousands of sensor nodes. Typically, sensor networks are deployed to gather physical information in a robust and autonomous manner. The data collection can be either continuous or selective, i.e., detect selected events of interest.

Since sensor nodes are small battery-powered devices that are deployed in potentially inaccessible environments, energy efficiency is of paramount importance. Communication, in particular, is an expensive operation for sensor nodes, and is significantly more expensive than data processing. Although the energy efficiency of sensor nodes has certainly improved over recent years with new hardware developments (such as more powerful processors or larger memory), the main issues in wireless sensor networking remain as:

- limited battery power,
- limited memory and CPU resources,
- unreliable, short-range wireless networking, and
• environmental influences on networking and sensing quality.

There are three types of sensor hardware platforms commonly mentioned in the literature, namely micro-scale sensing devices, generic motes, powerful sensing devices. Micro-sensing devices are tiny almost invisible devices such as SmartDust [74]. These are in the early stages of their development and currently not available from any industry vendors. Devices such as RFID tags are sometimes mentioned as the early incarnations of future micro-sensing devices. However, RFID tags are commonly passive devices. Algorithms and data structures that are discussed in this survey cannot be easily used with RFID tags. Generic sensors, often referred to as motes, are available from multiple vendors such as Crossbow and Telos. Most research activities that aim at information processing in WSNs focus on generic sensor devices. Powerful sensing devices are comparable to existing personal computing devices such as PDAs or even PCs. They can serve as gateways for generic sensor nodes or can execute high-bandwidth sensing tasks requiring more processing power than what is available from generic motes. In this survey, the generic sensor node class form our main focus.

A number of research questions such as energy-efficient networking protocols or low-level programming of motes are already relatively well understood. With TinyOS [87], there is a widely used operating system available on a number of sensor platforms. The development of Sun’s J2ME and recently released Squawk will facilitate a wider distribution of standard development platforms for WSNs. We focus, in this report, on higher-level aspects of WSN programming.

Higher-level aspects of WSNs such as efficient in-network processing, programming environments and intrusion detection are key components for enterprise information infrastructures. In-network query and data processing allows to leverage the potential of WSNs to a higher abstraction level. It gives application developers the ability to gather and retrieve information from a WSN using declarative queries instead of low-level programming. Query languages for WSNs support the access and description of information in a sensor network in an ad-hoc fashion, enable periodic updates, and allow querying for significant events in the network.

Programming environments facilitate the development, deployment, and execution of applications in WSNs. The state of the art for node-level programming languages is nesC [38]. However, nesC makes the development of applications very tedious for large-scale networks, and the design of higher-level programming models and their efficient implementation remains a major challenge for future research.

Although we are mainly focusing on the in-network processing and programming environment issues, there are many other areas that need to be addressed to realize a more robust technology. Some of these topics are better hardware platforms, efficient localization algorithms, topology management and control, link-aware medium access control protocols and resilient routing protocols. These issues however are out of the scope of this survey for enterprise information infrastructures and thus, not reviewed here.
The remainder of this report is structured into four sections. In the following section, we survey current research directions in in-network processing. Different data gathering protocols are described together with data aggregation techniques. Section 3 provides a review of programming environments for WSNs. A concise overview of unique security aspects of WSNs is given in Section 4. We present likely future directions in the final section.

2 In-Network Processing

In-network processing is widely accepted as a paradigm for energy-efficient data gathering in WSNs. As energy resources and radio ranges are often limited in WSNs, nodes employ multihop routing to report data to gathering node(s). A node that issues a query and collects data is often called a sink. Although it is possible to increase the communication range $r$ of individual nodes, the signal amplitude drops proportional to $1/r^\alpha$, where $\alpha$ is ranging between 2 and 5. Therefore, the energy requirement is prohibitive for larger distances, and nodes use multihop routing to report data to a sink.

Aggregation algorithms for data collection in sensor networks are based on the insight that a sensor node consumes less energy for information processing than for information communication. There are two ways to reduce the communication cost of sensed data: packet merging and partial aggregation. The communication cost in wireless networks is determined by the number of packets a node has to transmit. Each packet has a fixed size and the size of a sensor record is typically much smaller. Packet merging [93] combines several smaller records into a few larger ones and thus reduces the number of packets and thereby the communication cost. Partial aggregation computes intermediate results at the node level such as the sum or the average of sensor readings. This reduces the need for communication considerably: instead of transmitting the sensor records of each individual node separately to a data center, a node first aggregates the incoming records of the nodes in communication range and then communicates the partial result, such as the current average of sensor readings, to the next node, which in turn aggregates this partial result with its own readings. Since the energy cost for processing information is small compared to the cost for communication, aggregation leads to considerable energy savings.

Aggregation algorithms exploit the fact that there are different types of correlations in sensor readings: spatial correlations, temporal correlations, and data correlations. Spatial correlation is a result of the fact that adjacent sensor readings are typically similar. Sensor readings are temporally correlated if the monitored physical feature has a small variability with respect to the data sampling frequency. Sensor nodes can exhibit data correlations in their sensed data due to their overlapping sensing coverage. When the correlated data is exploited within the network, the sink gathers snapshots of reduced signal data values measured at the sensor nodes, and uses interpolation to derive the signal value at other points in the moni-
2.1 Design issues in data gathering

The issues related to the design of a data gathering algorithm is controlled by the following factors:

- Data aggregation
- Number of transmissions
- Data compression
- Topology control

The most critical design issues to affect data gathering is the formation and maintenance of a data aggregation tree. This tree is usually mapped closer to a minimum spanning tree in order to reduce the number of bits transmitted in the network. The formation of this aggregation tree allows opportunistic aggregation at appropriate intermediate nodes. In some proposals, any number of values could be aggregated into a single data value, typically uninformed by the correlation structure.

If approximate results are acceptable, reducing the number of transmissions could result in improved energy efficiency and lifetime. Controlling the number of raw samples collected from each node is another design decision that affects the efficiency of data gathering. In order to decide on the number of necessary transmissions, we should determine the correlation graph of the nodes in an efficient and possibly in a distributed manner. Such a graph allows the capture of spatial correlation characteristic. The number of transmissions might also be reduced by exploiting the temporal correlation observed by each node independently through some memory of their past observed values.

When based on the data compression approach, such algorithms focus on reducing the number of bits transmitted to the sink using suitable coding techniques such as single-input or multi-input coding [81]. Using a single-coding strategy, a node encodes its information based on the data of one other nearby neighbor node as part of the routing tree structure toward the sink. On the contrary, multi-coding strategies use all input information from multiple nodes to exploit correlation among several nodes before encoding.

Finally, the use of a topology control scheme, which allows the formation of a spanner, ensures redundant nodes are made to sleep. The redundancy is of the physical connectivity perspective, rather than the application perspective. However, a correlation-informed topology control scheme might allow the total exploitation of both objectives. Thus, using a correlation graph, the redundant nodes are identified and made to sleep while ensuring the network is not partitioned.

Accordingly, we could classify the data gathering schemes in the literature into four categories, namely compression-induced schemes, transmission-controlled...
schemes, aggregation-tree schemes and topology control schemes. In the following, we describe some of the commonly cited proposals in the first three categories, as topology control schemes generally do not consider the correlation structure. As an alternative to data gathering, storage of data and creation of rendezvous points for data collection by later queries can be considered. We discuss this approach as a separate subsection.

2.2 Gathering with data aggregation

A number of research projects have studied in-network query processing algorithms for wireless sensor networks: Cougar from Cornell University, TAG and TinyDB from UC Berkeley, REED from MIT, and Directed Diffusion from UCLA. In contrast to server-based approaches (also referred to as warehouse approaches), where all sensor data are gathered from the nodes and sent to the sink for processing, in-network aggregation approaches focus on where, when, and how data is aggregated in the sensor network.

Due to the limitations of the computational and memory resources on sensors, no high-level data models are applied, but rather data is typically modeled as a sequence of simple data values. The most common approach is to use a relation-based data model where sensor data is accessed through a single sensors table with one column per sensor reading that is horizontally partitioned over all nodes. Conceptually, the sensors table is a ‘virtual’, unbounded table: the sensor readings are not physically stored, but rather the data items are transient tuples in a data stream.

The view that a sensor network can be seen as a huge distributed database system is proposed by the Cougar system [9, 24, 92, 93]. Cougar offers an SQL-like query interface that abstracts from the physical network layer of the sensor network. Cougar enhances the standard SQL by DURATION and EVERY clauses [93], which specify the lifetime of a query and the rate of the query answers, respectively. Efficient data collection in Cougar is based on the idea that local computations can reduce unnecessary traffic on the sensor network. Therefore, Cougar uses a query proxy layer in between the network and application layer that sits on each sensor node. A query optimizer generates query plans that determine which nodes are involved in routing (the data flow) and which computations need to be performed at which nodes needs. Each query has a leader node that performs the main computation. Thus, two computation plans are generated for a given query: one plan for the leader node and one plan is disseminated to all sensor nodes that have to participate for a given query. Although, the query plan can ensure an energy-efficient data collection process, the query proxy layer will introduce additional overhead to each sensor node.

COUGAR allows a more object-relational model in that it models sensors as hierarchical Abstract Data Types (ADT) with associated methods [9]. It also assumes a central sensors table, but rather than separate columns for each sensor reading, this table encapsulates each sensor as an ADT with appropriate methods.
to access the sensor data or to detect events [9].

2.2.1 Tree-based aggregation

Similar to Cougar, TinyDB [65] provides a declarative interface to query an ad-hoc sensor network that supports periodical data acquisition from sensors.

In traditional DBMS, all operators are pull-based: an operator requests data from its children in the plan only when needed. In contrast, in sensor networks data is commonly pushed through the system by the sources. One approach pursued in TinyDB [65] is to connect operators with queues, allowing sources to push data into the queues. However, queues are very limited in size on sensors, so operators must be scheduled dynamically to process the queues in order to minimize their sizes, queue delays and overflows.

In addition to the standard SQL operators \texttt{AVERAGE}, \texttt{COUNT}, \texttt{MIN}, \texttt{MAX}, and \texttt{SUM}, TinyDB offers two further operators: \texttt{HISTOGRAM} and \texttt{MEDIAN}. TinyDB supports in-network query processing using a generic aggregation service called \texttt{TAG} (Tiny AGgregation) [63]. Aggregation in \texttt{TAG} is implemented by a merging function $f$, an initializer $i$ and an evaluator $e$. If $\langle x \rangle$ and $\langle y \rangle$ are (multivalued) partial state records, then the resulting partial state record $\langle z \rangle$ can be computed via $f: \langle z \rangle = f(\langle x \rangle, \langle y \rangle)$. The initializer $i$ specifies how to initialize the state record for a single sensor value. The merging function for \texttt{AVERAGE} is given by partial state records $\langle S, C \rangle$ for \texttt{SUM} and the \texttt{COUNT}. If $\langle S_1, C_1 \rangle$ and $\langle S_2, C_2 \rangle$ are two partial state records, then $f$ is given by: $f(\langle S_1, C_1 \rangle, \langle S_2, C_2 \rangle) = \langle S_1 + S_1, C_1 + C_2 \rangle$. The evaluator $e$ computes the actual value of the aggregate. In the case of the \texttt{AVERAGE} operator the evaluator is $e(\langle S, C \rangle) = S/C$.

Some recent projects also introduced the \texttt{join} operator into in-network query processors and looked at multiple queries. The REED project from MIT [1] extends the TinyDB query processor with facilities for efficient multi-predicate filtering and a join operator. [88] considers multi-query optimization for aggregate queries on sensor networks, and propose a set of distributed algorithms for processing multiple queries with minimum communication while observing the computational limitations of the sensor nodes.

\texttt{TAG} is an example of a tree-based in-network aggregation algorithm. To gather data within the sensor network, one node, the sink, is appointed to be the root. The root initiates a broadcast sending its ID and its level. All nodes that receive this message and do not have a level assigned, determine their own level as the level in the message plus one. The ID within the message determines the parent for the node receiving this message. The broadcasting of ID and level continues until all nodes have assigned a level and a parent. For a network without loss and in which all nodes participate for a given query, the resulting tree is close to an optimal solution.

In order to optimize the data aggregation process, TinyDB introduces the concept of a Semantic Routing Tree (SRT) [64]. For a given query, only a few nodes typically have to respond. An SRT is an index over a fixed attribute, for example the
temperature sensed by the network, where each parent maintains the range of all values of its children for the attribute A. When a query for the predicate is received by a parent, it forwards the query only when at least one child satisfies the predicate. An SRT optimizes the query forwarding phase of TAG and greatly reduces the number of broadcasts required to reach all of the nodes that satisfy the query. However, the maintenance cost of SRT exceeds its benefit if it has to be maintained for varying attributes [65].

Constructing an efficient aggregation tree to reduce the total bits of transmitted data has been addressed in [29, 40]. In [29], a randomized tree construction algorithm is proposed and shown to perform near-optimal under widely varying scales of correlation for grid network topologies. They term this aggregation scheme opportunistic as data from a node to the sink is always sent over a shortest path. Their key idea is to allow each node to independently decide on its upstream parent toward the sink in a random way, and their data gets aggregated along the way. It was demonstrated that this scheme obviates the need for specialized routing structures.

In this randomized tree construction algorithm, a tree is constructed from random walks originating from each sensor. At each time step, the current node chooses one of the two upstream nodes as its parent. A node waits until both its downstream neighbors have sent their information out. Then, it aggregates the information it sensed locally, and sends it to one of its upstream neighbors. By finding the average expected collision time of two flows, they demonstrated that this randomized algorithm gives a constant factor approximation to the optimum aggregation cost for a given data correlation. The main advantage of this scheme is it is a simple algorithm that guarantees a near optimal aggregation tree for any correlation structure. However, it works only for grid deployments with a restricted channel model. They also assume data compression models specific to aggregation, wherein any $n$ data values can be compressed into a single data value.

Traditional cost metrics do not apply to continuous queries over infinite streams, where processing costs per-unit-of-time is more appropriate [41]. Basically all proposed query languages for WSN support some new rewriting rules (e.g., [64]). Future directions are to support optimization for multiple queries [88], and to more tightly integrate intelligent routing protocols with query optimization/processing [78].

2.2.2 Multi-path aggregation

The main disadvantage of tree based aggregation has been pointed out by later works on multi-path aggregation [6, 69]: trees are susceptible to link loss and node loss in a sensor network. The closer a node is to the sink, the more important becomes a node for tree-based aggregation: if a link or node fails that is close to the sink, the aggregated information of an entire sub-tree could be lost. Multi-path aggregation, however, exploit the benefits of the wireless broadcast advantage that all nodes in communication range can hear a message and propagates the aggregates toward the sink using multiple routes. Multi-path routing becomes as a conse-
quence more robust for node failures or communication loss. In return, a multi-path aggregation algorithm has to deal with redundancy in data aggregation. In order to avoid multiple counting for the same sensor reading while aggregating, a multi-path algorithm can employ duplicate-insensitive sketches [19]. Sketches facilitate a compact representation using statistical information for data sets.

It is often claimed that multi-path aggregation algorithms are as energy efficient as tree-based aggregation algorithms [69], because each node only has to transmit a message once, in the same way as in any tree-based aggregation algorithm. However, a crucial factor missing in this equation: the receive time for each communicating sensor is increased. Recent studies on the energy consumption of wireless sensor nodes report that the energy requirement for the receive mode is only slightly lower compared to the energy cost for the transmission mode [13], i.e., a sensor node dissipates almost the same amount of energy in receiving data as in transmitting data. In multi-path aggregation each node expects to receive data from all nodes in communication range that have a higher level than the listening node. Therefore, the duration for receiving data can be considerably longer compared to a tree-based aggregation algorithm, where each node only has to listen to its direct children, a set that can be a significantly smaller.

Finding for each aggregation operator a duplicate-insensitive algorithm that guarantees a desired accuracy is a key challenge for multi-path routing schemes. The obvious approach to address this challenge would be to include control information with each aggregated message. The control information contains meta information such as the node IDs, which participated in the creation of the aggregate. This meta information can be used by each forwarding node to suppress duplication. Such an approach would have the same accuracy as an aggregation algorithm on a routing tree. The limited storage and processing capabilities of sensor nodes, however, render such a scheme impractical for larger sensor networks. Thus, all multi-path schemes integrate much cheaper probabilistic Order and Duplicate Insensitive (ODI) methods of the sketch theory [19, 32]. Therefore, current approaches in multi-path aggregation focus more on the development of approximate ODI algorithms for aggregation operators than on actual aggregation techniques for sensor networks.

2.2.3 Clustered in-network aggregation

Clustered in-network aggregation approaches exploit the spatial correlation of sensor readings to preserve node energy [72, 91, 95]. Spatial correlation in sensed data refers to the fact that sensor readings in close proximity are typically similar. Spatial correlation is a frequent phenomenon, in particular for attributes such as temperature, pressure, or humidity [45]. If a selective query has to retrieve an aggregate such as the average temperature in a certain area, then nearby nodes typically have similar readings and are geographically clustered in terms of the similarity of their sensor readings.

The Clustered AGgregation (CAG) and Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF)
approaches, use the fact for spatially correlated nodes form clusters so that only one node needs to respond an aggregation query [91, 95]. Similarly, in static clustering [72] the network is statically partitioned into grid cells. For each grid cell one node is appointed as a cluster head node that acts as a gateway node. In each cell data is routed via a local shortest path tree, aggregated at the local gateway and then communicated directly to the sink.

Adaptive query processing techniques determine an optimal position for those nodes that aggregate information from different clusters. Eddies [5] proposes a dynamic aggregation scheme.

Clustered approaches are based on the idea, similar to SRTs, that not all nodes participate in an aggregation query directly. Different clusters require a variable node participation. However, the current clustered approaches are based on the assumption that participation is only determined by spatial correlation. In general, it is too restrictive to assume that participating nodes for every selective query will always be geographically clustered. Current clustered in-network aggregation approaches do not take into account that a selective query may not always translate into geographically clustered node participation.

As an example for a hierarchical aggregation scheme, we discuss LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) [46]. LEACH is one of the pioneers of cluster-based protocols. It forms random disjoint clusters among sensor nodes that are closely located, based on the received signal strength. Clusterheads (CHs) are dynamically elected using a stochastic approach to allow equal share of the energy-intensive CH role. Each CH acts as a data aggregator as well as a router for its cluster members. LEACH works in two stages: cluster setup and steady state. During the cluster setup phase, each node independently decides against a threshold whether it should become the next CH. During the steady state, each regular node transmits data directly to its CH, which performs lossy aggregation without the notion of correlation. LEACH is a distributed scheme that does not require any global knowledge. It is able to ensure energy load balancing within the network to prolong the network lifetime. However, it performs aggregation without regard to the correlation structure of its nodes.

2.3 Transmission controlled gathering schemes

2.3.1 The clustered aggregation technique

CAG can also be categorized as a transmission controlled-based gathering technique. CAG operates in two phases: query and response. During the query phase, CAG forms clusters using a user-defined threshold. A regular node joins a cluster if its current reading is within a range computed from the threshold. Otherwise, it becomes a CH. During the response phase, only CHs transmit aggregated data every epoch forwarded along a routing tree. The rest of the nodes do not participate in further data generation, but may involve in forwarding if it is on the routing path. When the next query phase starts, the CHs might change except for the sink that
always becomes the first CH every time. The final aggregated value at the sink is shown to be within constant error from the aggregation over all sensor readings.

The main advantage of this scheme is that most redundant nodes could sleep until the next query phase. Moreover, the cluster setup process is simple and requires very limited overhead only. However, CAG has a number of shortcomings. Firstly, it assumes only a simple correlation structure through simple edges. Secondly, a single aggregated value is obtained from the network to represent the entire region profile. Finally, for some threshold, all nodes may be forced to be CHs resulting in a flat data gathering scheme.

2.3.2 Distributed correlation-dominating set scheme

In [45], the authors introduced techniques to exploit spatial correlations by selecting a small subset of sensors called correlation dominating set, whose data values are sufficient to interpolate value at all points with sufficient accuracy. A hypergraph is used to represent the correlation structure. As computing the minimum dominating set problem is NP-hard, they proposed some approximation algorithms. To select a connected correlation-dominating set of small size, they proposed a set of energy-efficient distributed algorithms and centralized algorithms.

The basic distributed algorithm works as follows. Firstly, each node assigns itself a priority. Then, each node collects \( k \)-hop neighborhood information, which may be gathered during the data gathering process using piggybacking and broadcast data transmissions. If a node could be inferred from a set of other nodes within some error threshold and this node is not required to preserve a connected graph, this node is redundant and could go to sleep. The set of nodes left active forms the connected correlation-dominating set.

The main advantage of this algorithm is that all redundant nodes are made to sleep, thus enabling significant energy savings. Secondly, a near optimal spatial correlation structure is formed in a distributed fashion to capture the correlations quite accurately. However, in collecting neighborhood information, a piggybacked message might tend to infinity in a very dense network. Furthermore, as each data message is flooded to all nodes over \( k \)-hops, these nodes have to be active for a sufficiently long time, which results in high energy usage.

2.4 Compression-induced gathering schemes

In all these schemes, a suitable encoding scheme is used to control the number of bits transmitted to sink. However, the most significant disadvantage in such an approach is that the need for all nodes to participated in all collection rounds.

2.4.1 Chou et al.’s distributed compression scheme

In [17], the authors proposed the distributed compression algorithm with the corresponding adaptive predictive algorithm for the sinks. The encoding is achieved in
a completely blind manner without any side information of the correlated sensors. It obviates the need for the sensors to exchange their data among themselves to obtain their correlation structure. Instead, the correlation structure among the nodes is tracked by the sink using a predictive algorithm. Their encoder is also able to support multiple compression rates.

In order for the sink to construct the correlation structure, the sink goes through an initialization phase where it gathers decoded data from every sensor for a certain number of rounds. The correlation structure among the nodes is then captured through a linear predictive model, and the readings are modeled as i.i.d Gaussian random variables. The number of rounds is chosen to be large enough to allow for the algorithm to converge. They derive a loose error bound on the estimation error probability based on the Chebyshev’s inequality.

Once an estimate of the prediction coefficients is made, the sink determines the number of bits required for each sensor node to encode their data. The sink then requests each sensor node to compress and send its data. In order to respond to changes to the monitored environment, the sink keeps updating the correlation coefficients to reflect the current conditions. It also decodes the compressed sensor data by finding the nearest (in hamming distance) codeword in a specified codebook.

The main advantage of this scheme is that it is flexible to capture spatio-temporal correlation structure without requiring any state to be maintained at the individual nodes. The encoding is also done without any side information of other nodes. Furthermore, the decoding error is bounded. However, it is not a truly distributed scheme. The correlation structure is computed with the global knowledge of the network at a centralized data gathering node, i.e., the sink. Also, at each round after the initialization, the sink needs to inform each sensor individually their rate of compression. Therefore, a sink-to-any routing structure is required to support such communications in a multihop environment against the typical routing graph rooted at the sink.

2.4.2 Approximated Slepian-Wolf coding

In [21], the authors investigated the interaction between the correlation structure and the routing tree to transport the data. They considered two approaches. The first considers both compression and routing independently, where each node has the global correlation structure to perform compression using Slepian-Wolf coding. In the latter, source coding is performed with some side information obtained through explicit communications as part of the transport toward the sink. Both approaches were tackled optimally in centralized schemes as well as through approximated distributed solutions for scalability. Here, we focus on the proposed distributed solutions.

Initially, they compute the shortest-path tree using Bellman-Ford. Then, from the neighborhood information, each node finds the set of nodes closer to the sink. A node codes its data with respect to its entropy conditions on this set. This im-
plies that nodes closer to the sink have higher entropy than farther nodes. Thus, the nearer nodes perform more compression by sending lesser bits over longer distances.

For the explicit communication approach, the reduction in data size at a node depends on its position within the routing tree. However, when data in the network is strongly correlated, solving the problem of forming a spanning tree with minimal sum of parts from the leaves to the sink is shown to be similar to multiple traveling salesmen problem. This is NP-hard [22]. A number of heuristics were proposed based on well-known local search techniques such as simulated annealing and greedy search.

The main advantage of using the approximated Slepian-Wolf algorithms is that it is able to capture the correlation structure more accurately in an opportunistic manner. However, it is unclear how its prediction error bound would be, and its performance in a more realistic environment.

2.4.3 MEGA and LEGA

In [81], the authors focused on single-input coding strategies as they feature several advantages against multi-input coding strategies. Mainly, the former coding approach does not have any timing requirements unlike the latter approach. Since the problem of finding a minimum-energy data gathering tree is NP-complete for optimal self-coding, they proposed an approximation algorithm. This algorithm, termed LEGA, is based on shallow light tree that combines the properties of the spanning tree and the shortest path tree. For foreign coding, they introduced the algorithm termed the minimum-energy gathering algorithm (MEGA) that gives an optimal solution for data gathering by reducing it to the problem of ding a MST in a digraph.

For optimized foreign coding, MEGA uses the superposition of a directed MST and shortest path tree (SPT) rooted at the sink. Firstly, MEGA computes a SPT using Dijkstra’s algorithm. As the weight of each link is proportional to the transmission of one bit data, the resulting tree is an energy-minimal tree. Secondly, it computes a parent node to encode the packet for a node using direct MST. The weights of the MST edges depend on the distance and the correlation coefficient of the involved nodes. Once a packet is encoded by this parent, it is send toward the sink on the SPT. A distributed version of this algorithm is also given based on a distributed algorithm of directed MST. The main advantage of this approach is that it is usable on asynchronos networks as well as no timing assumptions are required. However, the correlation structure is very simplified and the state required to build and maintain dual adaptive trees is substantial.

Since the problem of constructing an efficient data gathering tree in a self-coding model is shown to be NP-complete, the same authors introduced an approximation algorithm within a constant factor. This algorithm uses the shallow light tree. The encoding starts from the k-hop neighbor of the sink and proceeds further toward the leaves. Once a node encodes its data, it forwards the encoded
data toward the sink, and also broadcasts its raw data to farther nodes. Upon receiving this side information, these nodes self-encode and then repeats the above step. The main advantage of this scheme is its simplicity. However, it involves considerable overhead to allow explicit communication for the coding purpose. In a dense network, even though some side information has become available, a node may receive much more redundant data.

In all the above schemes, it is evident that all nodes participate in each round of data collection albeit with reduced bits of information. Since the dominant energy usage is more attributed to the power amplification component to allow a data bit to reach the receiver, a more energy efficient approach would be to decrease the number of transmissions altogether.

2.5 Data-centric storage and indexing

A key difference between a classical network and a sensor network is that the distinction between data and its address is not important. Sensor nodes can fail and nearby nodes can take over the functions of failing sensors. A data-centric view does not rely on a node’s ID but takes the sensed information, the type of the sensed information, or the location of the sensor readings into account. An example of a data centric view on storage is given by Directed Diffusion [47]: the sensor reading of a node is locally stored at that node. Nodes can publish sensor readings (events) and nodes interested in those events can subscribe to it. However, the cost for finding events can be $O(n)$ for $n$ sensor nodes. Thus, this approach does not scale to larger sensor networks.

Data-centric storage (DCS) stores and names data with respect to its attribute(s). Similar to directed diffusion, the network address, where the data is stored, is not relevant. In DCS, the data is stored by name: all sensor-based data with the same name (of the same type) are stored at one node in the sensor network. This node does not need to be the node that originally sensed this data. This schema avoids flooding the network to find the data, because the query can be sent directly to the node storing the desired information. DCS distributes the storage load among the sensor nodes.

To enable efficient data access in a sensor network, an index is required. Most indexing approaches assume a flat architecture, where each node has the same role. Geographic Hash Tables (GHTs) [79] implement DCS. A GHT constructs an in-network index for efficient data access that distributes the data among the sensor nodes. The GHT approach requires that each node knows its own location, for example using GPS or a location service [58]. A hash function maps attributes to node locations. GHT associates with each datum a key and uses a hash table to map keys to nodes storing the requested data. The main disadvantage of GHTs are their inability for range queries, which limit their usability for indexing spatial data.

To be able to perform multi-dimensional range queries, several approaches have been suggested: DIFS, fractional cascading, and DIMS. DIFS [44], a Distributed Index for Features in Sensor networks, is based on a multi-rooted quadtree
for partitioning the deployment layout. DIFS modifies the concept of GHTs in order to support range queries. Similar systems such as fractional cascading [36] and DIMS [59] (Distributed Index for Multidimensional data), which is a locality-preserving hashing scheme, have been developed to address range queries. Since data cannot be stored permanently on sensor nodes due to their limited storage capabilities, older data must be discarded over time. This process of data aging is supported by DIMENSIONS [35], an approach for multi-resolution summaries over spatio-temporal data.

TSAR [27], Tiered Storage ARchitecture, endorses a two-tiered architecture instead of a flat architecture for storing and indexing sensor data. The approach distinguishes two types of nodes: proxies that perform indexing and manage meta data, and normal sensor nodes. Each proxy is responsible for a group of normal sensor nodes. The motivation for the two-tiered architecture is twofold: first, future sensor networks could be multi-tiered and second, indexing could be too complex for normal sensor nodes. The maintenance of hash tables and the number of updates could turn out to be energy-demanding for normal sensor nodes. Therefore, the TSAR approach suggests storing the sensor readings at the normal nodes but accessing this information via distributed indices maintained at the proxies. For the distributed index structure, TSAR proposes the use of sparse interval skip graphs. An interval skip graph is a distributed data structure that enables the efficient search for all intervals that contain a particular point or range of values. The data structure requires only $O(\log n)$ time for accessing the first interval that matches a particular value or range, and constant time for each successive interval. Each sensor transmits interval summaries of data as an interval with the minimum and maximum sensed value to a proxy. Sparse interval skip graph can efficiently support spatio-temporal and range queries.

[25] presents a peer-to-peer indexing structure, a kind of distributed R-tree called peer-tree, that supports energy- and time-efficient executions of spatial queries in WSN. [18] discusses how to take advantage of data redundancy in sensor networks and proposes techniques to process spatio-temporal region queries in WSN. Finally, in [26], the query answers are estimated using a statistical model for the sensors’ readings, where the model captures the redundancy and correlation in sensor measurements.

### 3 Programming Environments

The intricacies associated with WSN application development make support in the form of a WSN programming environment highly desirable. Ideally, a WSN programming environment will provide support for all of the above aspects. This claim neglects the fact that in the context of WSNs these aspects must be considered areas of active research (which preclude the existence of turn-key solutions). The combination of embedded, distributed and real-time aspects in WSNs induces additional difficulties. These difficulties arise from the non-orthogonality of measures...
taken to support different aspects of the system (e.g., switching sensor nodes to a
dormant state reduces power consumption while it complicates distributed algo-
rithms that attempt to maintain shared global time).

Programming environments for WSNs implement programming paradigms. A
programming paradigm implies a conceptual model for programmers, and it is re-
lated to a certain abstraction level. For example, does the programmer think in
terms of system-level programming techniques (such as events, message passing
and synchronization), or does he focus on a more problem-oriented view of the
whole WSN application? Accordingly, current WSN programming environments
can be grouped as follows.

- **Node-level programming environments** support the development of node-
centric WSN applications. In a node-level programming environment pro-
grammers think in terms of how single (sensor) nodes operate in the con-
text of the WSN application. A node-level programming environment can
be just a programming language with a component library, or it can be a
node-centric operating system with hardware and networking abstractions.
Node-level programming may extend to the execution platform, and provide
the programmer with a mixed-mode execution environment. Mixed-mode
facilitates execution of code either as binary or as byte code. Binary code
achieves high execution speed, whereas byte code can be compressed effi-
ciently (thus reducing memory footprint).

- **High-level programming environments** abstract from single sensor nodes by
providing programming paradigms that consider the WSN application as a
whole.

In particular, **state-centric programming environments** obey the fact that in-
trinsic to WSN applications is the notion of states of physical phenomena,
together with models of their evolution over space and time. The state of
an application may be composed of a number of state variables distributed
among several sensor nodes. Inputs observed through the WSN application
advance the state through sequential state updates. State-centric program-
ming environments abstract from computational aspects related to concur-
rency, responsiveness, networking and resource management, which results
in a higher abstraction level than node-level programming environments.

WSNs can be envisioned as distributed databases that collect and index
physical measurements and serve queries from users and network-external
and internal applications. WSN databases provide a logical data-centric view
of the network and abstract from physical storage and communication issues.

The majority of WSN programming language environments and constituents
are related to the node-level. We discuss these approaches in Sections 3.1–3.4.
High-level approaches are treated in Section 3.5. We draw our conclusions in Sec-
tion 3.6.
3.1 Programming languages

NesC [38, 37] is the de-facto standard for application and system programming in WSNs. NesC is a domain specific language designed for WSN applications. The programming paradigm of nesC is based on a static component model. The language incorporates event-driven execution and a flexible concurrency model. Due to several restrictions in the language, it is possible to conduct extensive program analyses and optimizations such as data-race detection and aggressive function inlining. The basic compilation steps are as follows: First, a nesC program is translated by the nesC compiler. Program analyses and optimizations are performed. The output of the nesC compiler is a C program. Second, the C output of the nesC compiler is translated to a binary code by the GCC compiler [39].

NesC has been employed to implement a significant number of WSN applications. TinyOS, which is the state-of-the-art operating system for WSNs (see Section 3.2), has been written in NesC as well.

A nesC extension named galsC was introduced in [15]. The programming language galsC is a dataflow language [2] that implements the TinyGALS [14] programming model. A dataflow program in this model consists of a set of processing units called actors. Actors provide ports to produce and receive data; they capture the concurrency inherent in a system. Asynchronous event-driven execution is a special case of dataflow models where each actor is triggered by every incoming event. The globally asynchronous and locally synchronous (GALS) mechanism is a method to build event-triggered concurrent execution from thread-unsafe (nesC) components.

Although nesC and galsC are very popular, they are not the only programming languages used for embedded systems programming. Due to the resource limitations in small embedded systems, assembly language is still commonly used. However, due to the complexity of modern applications and the increase in computational power and memory size, there has been a shift from assembly-language to high-level languages. New compilation techniques are necessary to cope with quite often contradicting objectives such as code size, power consumption, and runtime [56].

Prominent languages for embedded systems are Ada [48], C [82], and Java [43]. Ada and C are full-fledged imperative programming languages. A survey conducted by the Gartner Group reports that more than 78% of all embedded systems firmware and application developers use the C programming language [28]. C covers even niches such as signal processing applications [54].

In contrast to C, Ada has been designed for safety critical systems. It is a strongly typed language and the semantics of the language has been clearly defined. Ada was later extended with object-oriented programming constructs and mechanisms for distributed systems programming. The latest revision of the Ada programming language is Ada 2005. It includes a component library, Java-like interfaces and major improvements for real-time and high-integrity systems.

The Java language [43] is very successful in many application domains such as
web applications. It is also used in embedded systems [86].

A scripting language for WSN applications has been introduced in [10]. Scripts execute node-level state machines that are mainly driven by external events. The scripting language provides high-level commands for data acquisition, communication, and migration of scripts to other nodes.

### 3.2 Operating systems

For programming environments operating systems play a significant role. Operating systems manage memory, processes, and network communication. For wireless sensor nodes it is important that the operating system can cope with these tasks but has a small footprint considering the resource constraints.

TinyOS [87] is an operating system (OS) specifically designed for WSNs. It features a component-based architecture which enables rapid innovation and implementation while minimizing memory footprint as required by the severe memory constraints inherent in sensor networks. As a result, TinyOS does not support advanced features such as preemptive task scheduling and sophisticated synchronization primitives. TinyOS is entirely written in nesC [38].

In the past several commercial operating systems for embedded systems have been introduced, e.g., QNX [77], Windows CE [66], VxWorks, LynxOS, VRTX, pSOS and Nucleus RTX. QNX is one of the first true commercial microkernel operating systems. Under QNX every driver, application, protocol stack, and file system runs outside the kernel, in the safety of memory-protected user space. As a result, virtually any component can fail and be automatically restarted without affecting other components or the kernel. No other commercial RTOS provides such protection. Windows CE [66] and its successors (e.g., Pocket Windows, Windows XP Embedded, etc.) are mainly used for Smartphones and PDAs, which can also be regarded as embedded systems.

Linux as the most successful open source operating system branched off to several embedded systems variants such as µClinux [71] and Real-Time Linux [80]. µClinux is intended for microcontrollers without a memory management unit. Real-Time Linux is a hard real-time system beneath the Linux kernel. It treats the Linux kernel as a low-priority real-time task.

There is a clear trade-off between the functionality of an embedded systems OS and its resource consumption. TinyOS as the most simplistic OS has a footprint of only 400 bytes (core OS code and data!). Footprints of more advanced real-time kernels can get as big as several hundred kilobytes, or even megabytes (in the case of Windows XP Embedded).

### 3.3 Virtual machines and mixed-mode execution

Instead of translating high-level language code to binary code, it can be translated to byte code that is then interpreted by a virtual machine (VM). A VM abstracts from the properties of the underlying hardware which makes program execution...
hardware-independent. In comparison to other implementation techniques of programming languages, VMs have the advantages of portability, ease of implementation and fast edit-compile-run cycles. Examples of VM-based architectures are Java’s JVM [61], Prolog’s WAM [3] and Smalltalk’s VM [42]. VMs are lightweight which makes the induced code size overhead tolerable for WSNs [57]. This overhead is further alleviated by the fact that byte code is well-suited for compression, which reduces the overall memory footprint of the application (see Section 3.4).

For the development of VMs a series of tools [30, 49, 33] has been proposed. Vmgen [30] assists the programmer with the implementation, debugging and performance measurement of VMs. Vmgen generates the code for the interpreter engine. It uses several techniques to improve the VM performance, e.g., threaded code [7], scheduling the dispatch of the next instruction, keeping the top-of-stack in a register, combining instructions to super-instructions, eliminating stores of unchanged stack items, and improving the branch predication accuracy.

Mixed mode execution for C is presented in [75], mixed mode execution for Java was introduced in [67].

3.4 Code space optimizations

Small-scale embedded systems such sensors are severely restricted by the amount of available memory (e.g., the WeC Berkeley Mote [96] contains only 8 kilobytes of program memory and 512 bytes of RAM). Memory is a scarce commodity for the following reasons.

- **Power consumption:** the transistor circuitry constituting program and data memory consumes power, which in turn reduces the battery lifetime of the system. To achieve low power consumption, the system’s silicon area (and hence the available memory) must be kept at a minimum.

- **Limited physical space:** with WSN applications it is usually not desirable to increase the size of sensor nodes in order to accommodate additional memory circuitry.

- **Production costs:** additional memory circuitry increases die and wafer sizes which in turn increases the production costs of sensor nodes. However, to make large-scale WSN applications affordable and to keep the WSN-related cost relative to the total product cost low, WSN nodes are meant to become a mass product in the near future.

Memory constraints severely limit the sizes of prospective applications. For this reason significant effort has been spent to minimize the memory footprint of embedded systems applications.

In the realm of Java, compression rates of up to 85% of the original program size have been achieved [76, 90, 11]. Instead of sophisticated compression schemes alternate representations of the VM code (e.g., trees) have been used in [51].
Techniques for binary code have been introduced in [23, 20, 52, 60, 34, 50, 55]. The main technique is to split the code into various portions and to compress them with different compression schemes. Even the instructions are split in op-code and parameters. This gives further opportunity to remove redundancies.

In [53] compression (i.e., Huffman codes) is incorporated into the VM instruction fetch.

Compilation techniques for embedded systems have only started to emerge in the past few years (cf. [68, 97, 84, 12]). They can reduce power consumption and memory footprint of applications through optimizations, either during compilation or as a post-compilation step. Program optimizations heavily depend on program properties derived through advanced static program analysis techniques [31, 8, 70].

3.5 High-level approaches

Issues addressing where and when, rather than how, to perform sensing, computation, and communication, are vital for the performance of a WSN application. These nonfunctional aspects of the application are related to concurrency, timeliness, responsiveness, distributed systems aspects, networking, and resource management. Node-level programming paradigms support these aspects only to the extent foreseen by the application programmer.

State-centric approaches attempt to provide programming paradigms that offer meaningful abstractions for nonfunctional aspects of the application. The aim is to enable the programmer to think in terms of physical phenomena and signal processing instead of communication protocols, concurrency, and network management. This is even more important for future WSN applications, where developers will likely be domain experts rather than networking or OS experts.

Central to state-centric programming paradigms is the fact that WSN applications as a whole model states of physical phenomena, together with the phenomena’s evolution over space and time. This requires to address the following concerns.

- How is the global system state decomposed into state variables?
- Where are state variables stored?
- How are state variables replicated?
- How are the events (i.e., sensor inputs) acquired?
- Where and how are the system state, state transitions and output computed?

PIECES (Programming and Interaction Environment for Collaborative Embedded Systems) [62, 96] is a programming environment that implements the state-centric programming paradigm. With PIECES the programmer decomposes the global system state into a hierarchy of independently update-able parts called pieces. Every piece has associated one computational entity (called principal) that
manages the state of the piece. Although other principals may cache copies of pieces, there exists exactly one master copy for each piece in the system. This ensures system-wide consistency of state update, but it introduces single points of failure (PIECES does neither provide state machine replication [4] nor failure detectors).

Principals can form collaboration groups. Members of a collaboration group contribute to a state update. Collaboration groups allow principals to address other principals through their roles rather than their names or logical addresses. The abstraction of collaboration groups shields designers from complicated communication protocol management and event-handling issues.

Principals are free to roam the WSN; at any given time a principal is hosted by exactly one WSN node. Mobility lets principals follow physical phenomena spatially, which minimizes latency and communication overhead. At the moment PIECES exists in the form of a modeling and simulation framework implemented in Java and Matlab.

WSNs can be envisioned as distributed databases that collect and index physical measurements and serve queries from users and network-external and internal applications. WSN databases provide a logical data-centric view of the network and abstract from physical storage and communication issues. This abstraction induces a loss of efficiency, which is somewhat compensated by highly increased ease of use. Examples of WSN database systems include Cougar [9] and TinyDB [64].

Generic role assignment is introduced in [83] to assign user-defined roles to sensor nodes. Roles are assigned based on the capabilities of the sensor nodes.

3.6 Summary

Programming environments for WSNs need to cover aspects from areas as diverse as embedded systems, distributed systems, and real-time systems. Resource constraintness can be considered the foremost characteristic that affects WSN application development. Measures taken to reduce resource consumption often conflict with the distributed nature of WSNs and have adverse effects on timeliness.

Contemporary programming environments offer programming paradigms on different levels of abstraction. Node-level programming environments force the programmer to think in terms of how single sensor nodes operate in the context of the WSN application. High-level programming environments abstract from single sensor notes by providing programming paradigms that consider the WSN application as a whole. Both abstraction levels have advantages and disadvantages: node-level programming exposes the underlying system constraints and gives the programmer full access to every aspect of the implementation. However, this abstraction level requires the programmer to effectively deal with every such aspect. Non-functional requirements such as resource-awareness, timeliness, fault-tolerance, communication and concurrency are all left to the programmer.

High-level programming approaches are meant to lift the programmer’s abstraction level above the before-mentioned technical issues. The intended benefit is
to keep programmers from re-inventing (complicated) wheels and to enable them to focus on the functional requirements of WSN applications.

Current high-level approaches cover only small fractions of the issues they are meant to handle. In particular, real-time issues and fault tolerance of WSN applications are left out. At the moment high-level approaches implicitly assume a simplistic fault model, where a *fail silent* property is assumed for sensor nodes. A given high-level approach cannot be used if it misses out on a required technical issue that cannot be manually implemented due to the enforced abstraction level. As an example, consider WSN database systems: query interfaces provided by such systems do not allow the programmers to address real-time issues. If timeliness is not already guaranteed by the database system, there is no way to incorporate it manually. In other cases the provided abstraction is less preclusive: although PIECES does not provide state machine replication, the provided abstraction does not preclude a manual state machine replication mechanism.

4 Intrusion Detection

The development of WSNs offers the promise of a flexible, low cost solution for monitoring critical infrastructure. In any application involving critical infrastructure, there is the potential risk of malicious attacks on this infrastructure, either for financial gain or as a terrorist act. These networks have a critical role to play in detecting these attacks, and thus can become a target for attack in its own right. However, the problem of detecting attacks on WSNs has not been well addressed in the literature.

A key attraction of WSNs is their ease of installation and operation. However, security is one of the key challenges to creating a robust and reliable network [73]. Currently, most research on security in WSNs has focused on prevention techniques, such as secure routing protocols, and cryptography and authentication techniques [89]. These security mechanisms are usually the first line of defense. However, experience with the Internet has shown that flaws in these protocols are continuously being found and exploited by attackers [94]. WSN protocols are faced with additional challenges due to complexities such as the error-prone wireless channel, unpredictable node movement and unreliable node operation. These challenges create considerable potential to exploit weaknesses in the network. Consequently, we cannot rely on intrusion prevention techniques alone. In practice, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are needed to detect both known security exploits and even novel attacks that have yet to be experienced.

Intrusion detection is the problem of identifying misuse of computer systems and networks [85]. Most IDSs apply signature-based techniques. In general, signature-based techniques test for features of known network attacks. This raises the question of how to learn these features for known attacks, and how to detect new attacks. It is difficult to use supervised learning in this context, since labeled training data is expensive to produce. More importantly, it is difficult to detect new
types of attacks whose signatures may differ from those in its signature set. This has motivated research into unsupervised learning techniques, which do not require labeled data and are able to detect previously ‘unseen’ attacks.

Instead of learning the signature of attack traffic, unsupervised anomaly detection techniques focus on learning the signature of normal traffic. Unsupervised learning techniques do not require the data to be labeled, nor do they require the data to be purely of one type, i.e., normal or attack traffic. This is a significant benefit over the supervised learning approach.

5 Conclusions and Future Directions

This report discusses a number of high-level issues to be resolved in realizing a complete in-network processing solution for WSNs, mainly related to data gathering and aggregation, storage and indexing, query processing and data models, programming environments and intrusion detection.

The problem of efficient data gathering of correlated data in WSNs is a challenging one but promises a large saving in data transmission costs. This is particularly advantageous to sensor nodes where energy constraints are rather severe. In a periodic monitoring scenario, any form of compression or aggregation may result in significant energy savings. Based on the proposals in the literature, we classified them into categories such as compression-induced schemes, transmission-controlled schemes, aggregation-tree schemes and topology control schemes. Compression-induced schemes aim to reduce the number of bits transmitted after obtaining some information about correlations. However, they require all nodes to participate in every data collection round. As for the transmission-controlled schemes, they aim to reduce the number of nodes involved in data gathering. After learning about the correlation structure, all redundant nodes are forced to sleep and the sink just predicts their values. However, the learning phase may prove to be quite overhead intensive. The aggregation-tree-based schemes aim to form an efficient aggregation tree that reduces the number of bits drastically. Such a structure should ideally be mapped onto the routing structure to realize opportunistic in-network aggregation. As for the topology control, most schemes are mainly correlation-unaware and the redundancy is entirely decided from physical connectivity point of view. In addition, data storage can be viewed as an alternative method to data collection by creating rendezvous points for queries and data.

Most of these algorithms are suited for periodic monitoring applications. However, it is unclear how they would perform in an event-driven application with real-time constraints. As most of these schemes require a substantial learning phase, delivering such event information may be challenging to achieve within its delay constraints. Also, the introduction of actuation mechanisms into WSNs to allow swift event responses may require significant redesign of such data gathering algorithms.

Designing an effective data processing scheme also requires modifications on
nearly every part of a traditional query processor. Many interesting problems are introduced, such as adding time, order, and windowing to data models and query languages. The combination of push-based and pull-based operators in a network poses additional complexity. Other important issues that need to be addressed for data processing are handling and integration of user-defined functions and aggregations, adaptive query re-optimization and data routing, and distributed in-network query processing.

Programming environments for WSNs need to cover aspects from areas as diverse as embedded systems, distributed systems, and real-time systems. Resource constraints can be considered the foremost characteristic that affect WSN application development. Measures taken to reduce resource consumption often conflict with the distributed nature of WSNs and have adverse effects on timeliness.

Contemporary programming environments offer programming paradigms on different levels of abstraction. Node-level programming environments force the programmer to think in terms of how single sensor nodes operate in the context of the WSN application, e.g., nesC. High-level programming environments abstract from single sensor nodes by providing programming paradigms that consider the WSN application as a whole. However, current high-level approaches cover only some aspects such as resource awareness, distributed programming, real-time issues and fault tolerance.
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